
Math Notebooks & Journaling 
 

Math notebooks are places where students can keep their math work in an organized manner.  

The notebook not only serves as a   great student reference source, but also serves to teach 

students how to take notes throughout the year, put pencil to paper to work out problems, and 

teach students to WRITE and express their math brains!  These notebooks can include notes, 

vocabulary, examples, formulas, strategies, journal prompts, solutions to investigation 

problems, homework, and responses to mathematical reflections.  This packet will help you set 

up and manage an easy-to-maintain math notebook and journal system in your classroom. 

 

Why math notebooks & journaling 

There are a number of reasons why math notebooks and journaling are gaining popularity at all 

grade levels: 

 Students keep their work in an organized notebook 

 Reinforces the importance of showing your work via “pencil / paper”. With assessments 

now being done on chromebooks, many students are NOT using scratch paper as part of 

the problem solving process. 

 Students practice putting their knowledge into words both verbally and in writing 

through journal prompts. 

 Students use the Mathematical Practices and learn that math is a process, not always a 

product 

 Instructional focus is shifted from computation to problem solving and real-life 

application 

 Students can refer back to their notes and review past content. 

 Notebooks allow family members the opportunity to assist at home 

 Teachers can review students notebooks to get a clearer picture of their mathematical 

development. 

  

When do I use math notebooks? 

In order for math notebooks to be effective, students should use them on a consistent basis.  

Math notebooks can be used for problems of the day, lesson openers, and daily instruction.  I 

recommend teachers using one daily as well.  This will not only serve as a great way to model 

for students, but an active record of daily instruction for any students who may be absent. 

 



 

How do I set up math notebooks? 

How the math notebooks are set up may differ from teacher to teacher.  Be creative and do 

what works best for you and your students.  A couple examples are: 

 Day to Day Entry.  Students put the date on the top of the page and fill out notebook 

(notes, vocabulary, examples, etc.) for that day.  I usually have the students write on 

both the front and back, and NEVER skip pages.   

 

 Sectional Format.  Students set up their notebooks in sections such as: 

Journal 

Vocabulary 

Lesson & Examples 

Word Problems 

Homework Assignments 

Handouts 

 

How do I introduce math journaling to my class? 

MODEL, MODEL, MODEL. In fact, the first few times you do math journaling, students may just 

watch you write, or copy down your example. With very young students (gr. K-1), you might 

choose to model every time you introduce a new prompt to the class for the first few months. 

The same is true if your students are older and reluctant to write.  

 

What do students write about? 

Again, this answer may be best left with teachers and individual teaching styles.  Here are a few 

recommendations for considering prompts: 

Assessing Attitudes prompt: Students write about their personal thoughts and feelings about 

math. Examples: When it comes to math, I find it difficult to…, I love math because…, People 

who are good at math…, and When I study for a math test, I…. 

Assessing Learning prompt: Students write about what they’ve learned and reflect on what they 

know (and don’t know). Examples: The most important thing I learned today is…, I could use 



today’s skill in my real life when I…, Today I used math when…, At the end of this unit, I want to 

be able to…, and Some good test questions for this skill are…. 

Assessing Process prompt: Students explain how to solve problems or discuss a particular skill 

or strategy. Examples: Two ways to solve this problem are…, I knew my answer was right 

when…, Another strategy I could have used to solve this problem is…, If I missed a step in this 

problem, I could have…, and The most important part of solving this problem is to remember…. 

  

What if students only write one sentence? 

Your students will follow your lead in math journaling.  If you model lengthy and detailed 

responses, eventually students will follow suit. Writing about math is difficult and strange to 

many children in the beginning, so be very positive and encouraging with their efforts. As the 

weeks pass, you will see marked improvement in most students. 

Also, be careful not to fuss at kids who are staring into space and not writing—math journaling 

require a lot of thinking time, and even if you suspect the child is daydreaming, give him or her 

the benefit of the doubt during journaling. The time spent thinking is equally important as the 

time spent writing. 

Collecting and reading math journals is critical; assessment is far less important.  In fact, some 

teachers don’t grade math journals at all, using them only as a record of students’ progress and 

thinking.  If students know you are regularly reading their math journals and you care about 

what they wrote, you won’t have to assign a grade to get them to give their full effort. 


